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Abstract—The two-user linear deterministic interference channel (LD-IC) with feedback is studied under the assumption that each transmitter aims to selfishly maximize its individual achievable rate by tuning its own transmit configuration. More specifically, each transmitter autonomously tunes parameters such as the number of information bits per block, block length, codebook and encoding/decoding functions. To this end, the Nash equilibrium (NE) region of the LD-IC with feedback is fully characterized. The main observations presented in this paper are: (i) The NE region with feedback is strictly larger than the NE region with no feedback. Moreover, all the new rate pairs achieved with feedback are either strictly Pareto or weakly Pareto optimal. (ii) The use of feedback allows the achievability of all Pareto optimal rate pairs of the capacity region of the LD-IC with feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interference is an unavoidable phenomenon in wireless channels. The Gaussian interference channel (IC) is one of the fundamental building blocks of any wireless network. In this model transmitters aim to reliably transmit independent information to its respective receiver. Each receiver suffers additive interference from its unintended transmitters along with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Even though the exact capacity region of the two-user Gaussian IC is unknown, significant progress has been made in this direction by studying the linear deterministic interference channel (LD-IC) model [2]. In this model, the effects of the additive Gaussian noise are modeled by signal truncation, and the focus is on the interaction of the transmitted signals. It turns out that the LD-IC model captures the essential features of the Gaussian IC. Furthermore, insights gathered from the LD model have led to an approximate capacity characterization of the Gaussian IC in [2], [4], [6].

Since the transmitters in an interference channel are decentralized and are competing for the same resources, it is natural to expect a selfish behavior among the users to maximize their rates. This issue was studied by Berry and Tse in [3], in which the notion of a Nash equilibrium (NE) region was formulated and characterized for the LD interference channel. By using insights from the LD model, the Gaussian model was also investigated and the approximate NE region was characterized in [3]. In particular, a rate pair \( (R_1(s_1, s_2), R_2(s_1, s_2)) \) belongs to the NE region, if there exists a pair of transmit configurations (say \( (s_1, s_2) \)) satisfying the following properties: (i) reliable information is sent at rate \( R_j(s_1, s_2) \) to receiver \( j, j = 1, 2 \); (ii) there exists no strategy \( s_1' \) such that \( R_1(s_1', s_2) > R_1(s_1, s_2) \); and (iii) there exists no strategy \( s_2' \) such that \( R_2(s_1, s_2') > R_2(s_1, s_2) \). If there exist a rate pair \( (R_1(s_1, s_2), R_2(s_1, s_2)) \), such that the action pair \( (s_1, s_2) \) satisfies the above three conditions, then the pair \( (R_1(s_1, s_2), R_2(s_1, s_2)) \) is a Nash equilibrium. The set of all such NE rate pairs is the NE region and is denoted by \( C_{NE} \). Intuitively speaking, this notion implies that at any NE, if a given user unilaterally deviates from the action pair \( (s_1, s_2) \), it achieves a lower rate or equivalently, it would be unable to arbitrarily reduce its probability of error. It is also worth noting that the pair of strategies achieving a given rate pair in the NE region may not be unique, i.e., for a given \( (R_1(s_1, s_2), R_2(s_1, s_2)) \in C_{NE} \), there could be more than one distinct pairs of actions that achieve the same utility pair.

In this paper, we focus on the LD interference channel in which feedback is present from each receiver to its respective transmitter. It has recently been shown in [10] that feedback can provide substantial capacity gains in comparison when there is no feedback. In particular, feedback in the interference channel presents alternative paths for the information to reach the desired receivers. For instance, if one considers the Gaussian IC with strong interference, then an alternate path \( T_{x_1} \rightarrow Rx_2 \rightarrow T_{x_2} \rightarrow Rx_1 \) can be used to achieve higher rates.

This observation motivates us to explore the usefulness of feedback under the scope of Nash equilibrium as studied in [3]. In particular, the fundamental questions of interest are how much feedback can help if users act in a selfish manner in order to maximize their utilities; and to what extent the alternative information paths created by feedback can be used. The main contribution of this paper is the complete characterization of the NE region of the two-user linear deterministic interference channel with feedback. Rather surprisingly, we show that the NE region in the presence of feedback is always larger than the NE region without feedback. Furthermore, in the strong interference regime, all points achievable with feedback satisfy the Nash equilibrium criteria, i.e., the feedback capacity region equals the NE region.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a two-user interference channel. Transmitter \( i \), with \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), communicates with its corresponding receiver by coding over blocks of length \( N_t \) symbols. During channel use \( t \), transmitter \( i \) sends \( L_i \) information bits \( b_{i,t}^{(1)}, \ldots, b_{i,t}^{(L_i)} \). This research was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under MURI Grant FA9550-09-1-0643, and in part by the Army Research Office under MURI Grant W911NF-11-1-0036.
by transmitting the codeword \( x_i^{(t)} = (x_{i,1}^{(t)}, \ldots, x_{i,N_i}^{(t)}) \in C_i \), where \( C_i \) denotes the codebook of transmitter \( i \). Here, we assume that all information bits are independent and identically distributed following a uniform probability distribution. The input of receiver \( i \) is denoted by \( y_i^{(t)} = (y_{i,1}^{(t)}, \ldots, y_{i,N_i}^{(t)}) \). We assume a perfect feedback link from each receiver to its corresponding transmitter. Thus, at each channel use \( t \), transmitter \( i \) generates the codeword \( x_i^{(t)} \) based on its bits \( b_{i,1}^{(t)}, \ldots, b_{i,L_i} \) and all the previous sequences observed by its corresponding receiver \( y_i^{(1)}, \ldots, y_i^{(t-1)} \). In this analysis, we also admit a random component (codeword) \( w_i^{(t)} \) to be taken into account to generate the codeword \( x_i^{(t)} \). We denote the codebook of random components by \( \mathcal{W}_i \) and we assume that both transmitter \( i \) and receiver \( i \) have access to the source of random symbols. That is, both transmitter and receiver know the exact realization of their random component.

The encoder of transmitter \( i \) during channel use \( t \) can be modeled as a deterministic mapping \( f_i^{(t)} \) such that \( x_i^{(t)} = f_i^{(t)}(k, y_i^{(1)}, \ldots, y_i^{(t-1)}, w_i^{(t)}) \in C_i \), where \( k \in \{1, \ldots, 2L_i\} \) is the index of the message to be transmitted.

At the end of the whole transmission, after channel use \( T \), receiver \( i \) uses the sequences \( y_i^{(1)}, \ldots, y_i^{(T)} \) to generate estimates \( \hat{b}_{i,1}^{(t)}, \ldots, \hat{b}_{i,L_i}^{(t)} \) for all \( (t,\ell) \in \{1,\ldots,L_i\} \times \{1,\ldots,T\} \).

We denote the average bit error probability of transmitter \( i \) during block \( t \) by \( p_i^{(t)} \) and we write,

\[
p_i^{(t)} = \frac{1}{L_i} \sum_{\ell=1}^{L_i} \mathbb{1} \{ \hat{b}_{i,\ell}^{(t)} \neq x_{i,\ell}^{(t)} \}.
\]

We say that the rate pair \((R_1, R_2) \in \mathbb{R}_+^2\) are achievable if there exists at least one pair of codebooks \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) with codewords of length \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \), respectively, with the corresponding encoding functions \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) such that the average bit error probability can be made arbitrarily small by letting the block lengths \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) grow to infinity.

The aim of transmitter \( i \) is to autonomously choose its transmit configuration \( s_i \) in order to maximize its achievable rate \( R_i \), given the transmit configuration \( s_j \) of transmitter \( j \). Here, the transmit configuration can be described in terms of the number of information bits per block \( L_i \), the block length \( N_i \), the codebook \( C_i \), the codebook of the random components \( \mathcal{W}_i \) and the encoder function \( f_i \). Note that the rate achieved by receiver \( i \) depends on both configurations \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) due to the mutual interference naturally arising in the interference channel and due to feedback. In the following, we formulate this interaction by using the normal form formulation.

**A. Game Formulation**

The competitive interaction of both transmitters in the interference channel, as described in the previous section, can be modeled by the following game in normal-form:

\[
\mathcal{G} = (K, \{A_k\}_{k \in K}, \{u_k\}_{k \in K}).
\]

Here, the set \( K = \{1, 2\} \) is the set of players, that is, the set of transmitter-receiver pairs. The sets \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are the sets of actions of player 1 and 2, respectively. An action of a player \( i \), which we denote by \( s_i \in A_i \), is basically its transmit configuration. As previously mentioned, a transmit configuration is described in terms of all the parameters determining the coding/decoding scheme of the transmitter-receiver pair. The utility function of player \( i \) is \( u_i : A_1 \times A_2 \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) and we define it as the achieved rate of transmitter \( i \),

\[
u_i(s_1, s_2) = \begin{cases} R_i(s_1, s_2), & \text{if } \forall t \in \{1, \ldots, T\}, p_i^{(t)} < \epsilon, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}
\]

where \( \epsilon > 0 \) is an arbitrarily small number and \( R_i(s_1, s_2) \) denotes a transmission rate achievable with the configurations \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) such that \( p_i^{(t)} < \epsilon \). Often, we refer to \( R_i(s_1, s_2) \) as \( R_i \) for the sake of simplicity. However, every non-negative rate is associated with a particular pair of transmit configurations \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \). Similarly, we highlight the fact that there might exist several transmit configurations that achieve the same rate pair \((R_1, R_2) \).

In the following, we describe a particular class of action profiles \( s = (s_1, s_2) \in A_1 \times A_2 \) to which we refer as an \( \eta \)-Nash equilibrium (\( \eta \)-NE).

**Definition 1 (\( \eta \)-Nash equilibrium):** In the game \( \mathcal{G} = (K, \{A_k\}_{k \in K}, \{u_k\}_{k \in K}) \), an action profile \((s_1^*, s_2^*) \) is an \( \eta \)-Nash equilibrium if for all \( i \in K \) and for all \( s_i \in A_i \),

\[
u_i(s_i, s_2^*) \leq \nu_i(s_i^*, s_2^*) + \eta.
\]

From Def. 1, it becomes clear that if \((s_1^*, s_2^*) \) is an \( \eta \)-Nash equilibrium, then none of the transmitters can increase its transmission rate, while keeping the average bit error probability arbitrarily close to zero, by changing its own transmit configuration. Thus, at a given \( \eta \)-NE, every transmitter achieves a utility (transmission rate) that is \( \eta \)-close to its maximum achievable rate given the transmit configuration of the other transmitter. Note that if \( \eta = 0 \), then the classical definition of Nash equilibrium (NE) is obtained [7]. The relevance of the notion of equilibrium is that at any NE, every transmitter configuration is optimal with respect to the configuration of the other transmitters. In the following, we investigate the set of rate pairs that can be achieved at an NE. We refer to this set of rate pairs as the Nash region.

**Definition 2 (Nash Region):** An achievable rate pair \((R_1, R_2) \) is said to be in the Nash region of the game \( \mathcal{G} = (K, \{A_k\}_{k \in K}, \{u_k\}_{k \in K}) \) if there exists an action profile \((s_1^*, s_2^*) \) that is an \( \eta \)-Nash equilibrium for an arbitrarily small \( \eta \) and the following hold:

\[
u_1(s_1^*, s_2^*) = R_1 \text{ and } \nu_2(s_1^*, s_2^*) = R_2.
\]

In the following, we study the Nash region of the game \( \mathcal{G} \) using a simple linearly deterministic approximation.

**III. LINEAR DETERMINISTIC MODELS**

In this section, we focus on a deterministic approximation model of the Gaussian interference channel, namely the linear deterministic IC. This model was first introduced in [1] and it has been widely accepted as a simple and insightful model to study the Gaussian interference channel. The linear deterministic IC is described by four parameters: \((n_{11}, n_{22}, n_{12}, n_{21})\), where \( n_{ii} \) captures the signal strength from transmitter \( i \) to receiver \( i \), and \( n_{ij} \) captures the interference strength from transmitter \( j \) to receiver \( i \). The input-output relationship is given as follows:

\[
Y_1(t) = S^{t-n_{11}} X_1(t) + S^{t-n_{12}} X_2(t), \quad \text{and} \quad Y_2(t) = S^{t-n_{21}} X_1(t) + S^{t-n_{22}} X_2(t),
\]
where $X_i(t), Y_i(t) \in \{0, 1\}^q$, with $q = \max_{(i,j) \in \{1,2\}^2} n_{ij}$, addition/multiplication are over a binary field, and $S$ is a $q \times q$ shift matrix

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 1 \end{bmatrix}.$$  

We note that $n_{ij}$ corresponds to $\log_2(\text{SNR}_i)$ and $n_{ii}$ corresponds to $\log_2(\text{INR}_{ji})$, where $\text{SNR}_i$ is the signal-to-noise ratio at receiver $i$ and $\text{INR}_{ji}$ is the interference-to-noise ratio at receiver $j$ from transmitter $i$ in the corresponding Gaussian interference channel. For a detailed discussion of the connection of the LD-IC to the Gaussian IC, we refer the reader to [4].

In the following, we describe some of the known results about the LD-IC with and without feedback from which we build up our main contributions.

A. Capacity of the LD-IC without Feedback

We denote by $C$ the capacity region of the two-user LD-IC without feedback. The region $C$ is fully characterized by Lemma 4 in [4]. We reproduce this result for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 1 (Capacity Region of the LD-IC w/o FB [4]): The capacity region $C$ of the LD-IC without feedback is given by the set of non-negative rate pairs satisfying

$$R_i \leq n_{ii}, \text{ with } i \in \{1, 2\},$$

$$R_1 + R_2 \leq (n_{11} - n_{12})^+ + \max(n_{22}, n_{12}),$$

$$R_1 + R_2 \leq (n_{22} - n_{21})^+ + \max(n_{11}, n_{21}),$$

$$R_1 + R_2 \leq \max(n_{21}, (n_{11} - n_{12})^+) + \max(n_{12}, (n_{22} - n_{21})^+),$$

$$2R_1 + R_2 \leq \max((n_{11}, n_{21}) + (n_{11} - n_{12})^+) + \max(n_{12}, (n_{22} - n_{21})^+),$$

$$R_1 + 2R_2 \leq \max(n_{22}, n_{12}) + (n_{22} - n_{21})^+ + \max(n_{21}, (n_{11} - n_{12})^+).$$

(6)

Note that the capacity region shown in Lemma 1 is a particular case of the capacity region presented in [5] that applies to a larger class of deterministic interference channels.

B. Nash Region of the LD-IC without Feedback

The Nash region of the linear deterministic interference channel without feedback has been fully characterized in [3]. Here, we denote this region by $C_{\text{NE}}$. In order to formally define $C_{\text{NE}}$, we first introduce the following set:

$$B = \{(R_1, R_2) \in \mathbb{R}^2 : L_i \leq R_i \leq U_i, \forall i \in \{1, 2\}\},$$

(7)

where, $\forall i \in \{1, 2\},$

$$L_i = (n_{ii} - n_{ij})^+,$$

$$U_i = \begin{cases} n_{ii} - \min(L_j, n_{ij}) & \text{if } n_{ij} \leq n_{ii}, \\ \min((n_{ij} - L_j)^+, n_{ii}) & \text{if } n_{ij} > n_{ii}. \end{cases}$$

(8)

Then, from Theorem 1 in [3], we define $C_{\text{NE}}$ using the following lemma.

Lemma 2 (Nash Region of the LD-IC w/o FB [3]): Let $C_{\text{NE}}$ denote the Nash region of the LD-IC without feedback. Then,

$$C_{\text{NE}} = B \cap C.$$

(10)

C. Capacity of the LD-IC with Feedback

We denote the capacity of the linear deterministic interference channel with feedback by $C_{\text{FB}}$. From Corollary 1 in [10], we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3 (Capacity Region of the LD-IC with FB [10]): The capacity region $C_{\text{FB}}$ of the LD-IC with feedback is given by the set of non-negative rate pairs satisfying

$$R_1 \leq \min\left(\max\left(n_{11}, n_{12}\right), \max\left(n_{11}, n_{21}\right)\right),$$

$$R_2 \leq \min\left(\max\left(n_{22}, n_{21}\right), \max\left(n_{22}, n_{12}\right)\right),$$

$$R_1 + R_2 \leq \min\left(\max\left(n_{22}, n_{12}\right) + (n_{11} - n_{12})^+, \max\left(n_{11}, n_{21}\right) + (n_{22} - n_{21})^+\right).$$

(11)

IV. MAIN RESULTS

We denote the Nash region of the LD-IC with feedback by $C_{\text{FB/NE}}$. In order to define the set $C_{\text{FB/NE}}$, we first introduce the following set:

$$B_{\text{FB}} = \{(R_1, R_2) \in \mathbb{R}^2 : R_i \geq L_i, \forall i \in \{1, 2\}\},$$

(12)

where $L_i$ is defined in (8). We state our main result for the linear deterministic IC with feedback in terms of the set $B_{\text{FB}}$.

Theorem 1: For a two-user linear deterministic IC with feedback,

$$C_{\text{FB/NE}} = B_{\text{FB}} \cap C_{\text{FB}}.$$

(13)

In order to illustrate this result, we consider a symmetric linear deterministic IC with feedback in which, $n = n_{11} = n_{22}$ and $m = n_{12} = n_{21}$, with normalized cross gain $\alpha = \frac{m}{n}$. In Fig. 1, we plot $C, C_{\text{NE}}, C_{\text{FB}}$, and $C_{\text{FB/NE}}$ for different interference regimes, i.e., very weak interference ($0 < \alpha \leq \frac{1}{3}$), weak interference ($\frac{1}{3} < \alpha \leq \frac{1}{2}$), moderate interference ($\frac{1}{2} < \alpha \leq 1$), strong interference ($1 < \alpha \leq 2$) and very strong interference ($\alpha \geq 2$), respectively. Note that all the rates pairs $(R_1, R_2)$, such that $R_1 > L_1$ and $R_2 > L_2$, are achievable at an NE when feedback is used. This observation underlines the main benefits of using feedback when all users act selfishly. For instance, in all the interference regimes, the use of feedback increases the number of rate pairs that are achievable at the NE with respect to the case without feedback. More importantly, the new achievable rate pairs are either Pareto optimal or weakly Pareto superior to the rate pairs achievable without feedback at the NE. More precisely, for all $(R_1, R_2) \in C_{\text{NE}}$ there always exists a rate pair $(R_1^+, R_2^+) \in C_{\text{FB/NE}}$ such that $R_i^+ \geq R_i^+$, for all $i \in \{1, 2\}$. This observation confirms that in this setup, increasing the space of actions by letting users use feedback does not decrease neither their individual rates nor the aggregated achievable transmission rate. Note that the converse effect has been observed in the parallel IC and parallel multiple access channel (MAC) for particular scenarios in [8] and [9]. This reasoning can be summarized by

...
writing the following inclusion that holds with strict inequality for all regimes:
\[
C_{\text{NE}} \subset C_{\text{FB/NE}}.
\]

However, the main advantage of using feedback when users act selfishly is that it allows the achievability of all Pareto optimal rate pairs of \( C_{\text{FB}} \). That is, all the sum-rate maximizing rate pairs in \( C_{\text{FB}} \) are achievable at the NE in all the interference regimes. It is worth noting that in the case \( \alpha > 1 \) with feedback, \( C_{\text{FB}} \subset B_{\text{FB}} \) and thus, all the achievable rates of the IC with feedback are also achievable at the NE, i.e., \( C_{\text{FB/NE}} = C_{\text{FB}} \). This contrasts with the case without feedback, in which only a subset of the Pareto optimal rate pairs in \( C \) are achievable at the equilibrium in most of the interference regimes. For instance, when \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \frac{1}{2} < \alpha \leq \frac{2}{3} \) (see Fig. 1) only one pair \((R_1, R_2)\) of the infinitely many Pareto optimal pairs is achieved at the equilibrium.

In the following, we present a few examples to provide some intuitions into the impact of feedback on the Nash equilibrium region of the IC with feedback.

### A. Examples

Consider the scenario of very weak interference, for instance, let \( \alpha = \frac{1}{3} \), with \( m = 2 \) and \( n = 6 \). From Theorem 1, it follows that the Nash region is \( C_{\text{FB/NE}} = \{(R_1, R_2) \in \mathbb{R}^2 : \forall i, R_i \geq 4, R_1 + R_2 \leq 10\} \). In Fig. 1, the region \( C_{\text{FB/NE}} \) corresponds to the convex hull of the points \((4, 4)\), \((6, 4)\) and \((4, 6)\). In the following, we show the pair \((4, 4)\) is achieved without feedback, the rate pair \((6, 4)\) or \((4, 6)\) is achieved when one of the transmitters uses feedback and the rate pair \((5, 5)\) is achieved when both players use feedback.

#### a) Achievability of \((4, 4)\): The rate pair \((4, 4)\) is achievable when none of the transmitters uses feedback (See Fig. 1). Note that when one of the transmitters sends only private messages to its corresponding receiver, the highest achievable rate of the other transmitter is achieved by sending only private messages to its corresponding receiver. Here, any attempt of a transmitter to increase its rate by using its \( m \) lowest levels would bound its probability of error away from zero since those levels are subject to the interference of the \( m \) highest levels of the other transmitter. That is, when both players send new bits at every channel use using their \( n - m \) highest levels (see Fig. 2a), this configuration is an NE independently of whether one or both transmitters implement feedback. In this case, the bits obtained at the transmitter via feedback are not useful to improve its own coding/decoding scheme.

The choice of using all the highest levels to transmit new bits at every channel use, or equivalently not using feedback, can be associated with a greedy behavior. As we shall see in the next example, if one of the transmitters uses feedback it would obtain the same rate but it would allow the other transmitter to achieve a higher rate.

#### b) Achievability of \((6, 4)\) and \((4, 6)\): The rate pairs \((6, 4)\) and \((4, 6)\) are achievable at an NE when one of the transmitters uses feedback. Consider for instance that transmitter 1 uses all its \( n \) levels to transmit new information at each channel use, that is, it does not use feedback. Under this condition, the maximum rate achievable by transmitter 2 is 4 bits per channel use (see the capacity region \( C_{\text{FB}} \)). Note that the rate of 4 bits per channel use can be achieved by transmitter 2 by simply using its \( n - m \) highest levels or using its \( n - m \) lowest levels with feedback to resolve the interference produced by the top levels of transmitter 1. In both cases, any attempt by transmitter 2 to use its \( m \) highest levels to send new bits instead of those obtained via feedback would constrain transmitter 1 to achieve a rate of 6 bits per channel use. This is basically because at least \( m \) bits would not be decoded reliably at receiver 1. Thus, the rate pair \((6, 4)\) is an NE if there exists a coding scheme for transmitter 2 that does not use its \( m \) highest levels and achieves at least a rate of 4 bits per channel use. This coding scheme is presented in Fig. 2b.

Note that transmitter 2 uses its \( n - m \) lowest levels to transmit new information at each channel use, and thus, at least \( m \) of these bits are subject to the interference of the \( m \) highest levels of transmitter 1. However, by using feedback, transmitter 2 can transmit over its \( m \) highest levels during channel use \( t \), the \( m \) symbols received by its \( m \) lowest levels in channel use \( t - 1 \). At channel use \( t \), these retransmitted symbols (\( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) in Fig. 2b) are received in the \( m \) lowest levels of receiver 1, however, they do not represent any interference as they have been decoded in the previous channel use \( t - 1 \) and thus, they can be subtracted. At receiver 2, these bits are received interference-free at the \( m \) highest levels during channel use \( t \) and can be used to decode the \( m \) bits received.
in the $m$ lowest levels in the previous block $t - 1$. Thus, this coding scheme achieves a rate of 4 bits per channel use without using the $m$ highest levels of transmitter 2. This shows that the rate pair $(6, 4)$ can be achieved as an NE. By exchanging the identity of the players in the analysis above, we show the achievability of the rate pair $(4, 6)$.

In general, it is worth noting that when player $i$ implements a strategy that does not use $s \leq m$ of its highest levels for transmitting new bits but rather those obtained via feedback, transmitter $i$ grants $s$ additional bits per channel use to transmitter $j$ compared to the case when it does not perform feedback. That is, transmitter $j$ achieves a rate $R_j = (n - m)^2 + s$ and transmitter $i$ achieves $R_i = (n - s)^2$. In both cases, both transmitters achieve a rate which is at least equal to that achieved without feedback. Moreover, it is easy to verify that neither of the transmitters can increase its transmission rate by unilateral deviation and thus, these rate pairs are achievable at an NE.

The underlying conclusion of this example is that a transmitter using feedback does not negatively affect its own transmission rate but significantly benefits the other transmitter. Thus, we often associate the use of feedback with an altruistic behavior.

We analyze the case in which both transmitters implement feedback in the following example.

c) Achievability of $(5, 5)$: The rate pair $(5, 5)$ is achieved at an NE when both transmitters use feedback. In this case, both transmitters use their highest levels to transmit the bits obtained via feedback instead of new bits at every channel use. The coding scheme that achieves this rate pair is presented in Fig. 2c. Therein, it can be verified that any attempt by either of the transmitters to increase its individual rate by sending new bits at each channel use (instead of those obtained via feedback) raises its own probability of error. This is basically because at least one bit would never be reliably decoded. This verifies that the rate pair $(5, 5)$ is achievable at an NE.

V. PROOFS

To prove Theorem 1, we first show that a rate pair $(R_1, R_2)$, with $R_1 \leq (n_1 - n_{ij})^+$ or $R_2 \leq (n_2 - n_{12})^+$ for at least one $i \in \{1, 2\}$ is not an $\eta$-equilibrium for an arbitrarily small $\eta$. That is,

$$C_{FB/NE} \subseteq C_{FB} \cap B_{FB}.$$  (15)

Later, we show that any point in $C_{FB/NE}$ is an $\eta$-equilibrium for all $\eta > 0$. That is,

$$C_{FB/NE} \supseteq C_{FB} \cap B_{FB},$$  (16)

which proves Theorem 1.

We start by stating the following lemma.

Lemma 4: A rate pair $(R_1, R_2) \in C_{FB}$, with either $R_1 < (n_1 - n_{ij})^+$ or $R_2 < (n_2 - n_{12})^+$ is not an $\eta$-equilibrium, with $\eta > 0$.

Proof: Let $(s_1, s_2)$ be an action profile such that users achieve the rate pair $(R_1(s_1, s_2), R_2(s_1, s_2))$, respectively. Assume, without any loss of generality, that $R_1(s_1, s_2) < (n_1 - n_{12})^+$. Then, note that there exists at least one action $s'_1$, such that transmitter 1 uses its top levels, which are interference free, and thus it is always able to achieve a rate $R_1(s'_1, s_2) \geq (n_1 - n_{12})^+$. Note also that the utility improvement $R_1(s'_1, s_2) - R_1(s_1, s_2) > 0$ is always possible independently of the current action $s_2$ of user 2. Thus, it follows that the action profile $(s_1, s_2)$ is not an $\eta$-equilibrium, for an arbitrarily small $\eta$, which completes the proof.

To continue with our proof, we introduce a modification to the feedback coding scheme presented in [10]. The novelty, with respect to [10], consists of allowing users to introduce some random symbols into their common messages as done in [3] for the case of the IC without feedback. At each block $b$ transmitter $i$ divides its message $w_{ip}^{(b)}$ into two parts: a private part $w_{ip}^{(b)}$ and a common part $w_{ic}^{(b)}$ such that $w_{ip}^{(b)} = (w_{ip}^{(b)}, w_{ic}^{(b)})$. The private message $w_{ip}^{(b)} \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ip}}\}$ is sent in the $(n_{ii} - n_{ji})^+$ less significant levels of transmitter $i$ and thus, it is seen only by receiver $i$. The common message index $w_{ic}^{(b)}$ is determined based on the actual common message index $m_{ic}^{(b)} \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ic}}\}$ and a randomly generated symbol $m_{ir}^{(b)} \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ir}}\}$. Transmitter $i$ uses a mapping $f_i : \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ic}}\} \times \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ir}}\} \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{ic} + R_{ir})}\}$, such that $f_i(m_{ic}^{(b)}, m_{ir}^{(b)}) = w_{ic}^{(b)}$. The random symbols are assumed to be known at the receiver $i$ and thus, the index $m_{ic}^{(b)}$ conveys no information to either receiver. That is, if transmitter $i$ achieves a rate pair $(R_{ip}, R_{ic}, R_{ir})$, its actual rate is $R_i = R_{ic} + R_{ip}$. In particular, we assume that the random common messages are selected uniformly from the set $\{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ir}}\}$ and we refer to this coding scheme as a randomized coding scheme with feedback. We describe this coding scheme as follows:

**Codebook Generation:** Fix a joint probability distribution $p(u, u_1, u_2, x_1, x_2) = p(u)p(u_1|u)p(u_2|u)p(x_1|u_1)p(x_2|u_2, u_1)$.

Generate $2^{n(R_{ic} + R_{ir} + R_{2c} + R_{2r})}$ independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) length-$n$ codewords $u(s, t) = (u_1(s, t), \ldots, u_m(s, t))$ according to $p(u(s, t)) = \prod_{m=1}^n p(u_m(s, t))$, with $s \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ic} + R_{ir}}\}$ and $t \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{2c} + R_{2r}}\}$.

For encoder 1, generate for each codeword $u(s, t)$, $2^{n(R_{ic} + R_{ir})}$ i.i.d. length-$n$ codewords $u_1(s, t, k) = (u_1(s, t, k), \ldots, u_m(s, t, k))$ according to $p(u_1(s, t, k)|u(s, t)) = \prod_{m=1}^n p(u_m(s, t, k)|u_m(s, t))$, with $k \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{ic} + R_{ir})}\}$. For each pair of codewords $(u(s, t), u_1(s, t, k))$, generate $2^{n(R_{ip})}$ i.i.d. length-$n$ codewords $x_1(s, t, k, l) = (x_{11}(s, t, k, l), \ldots, x_{1n}(s, t, k, l))$ according to $p(x_1(s, t, k, l)|u(s, t), u_1(s, t, k)) = \prod_{m=1}^n p(x_{1m}(s, t, k, l)|u_m(s, t), u_1(s, t, k))$, with $l \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{ip}}\}$.

For encoder 2, generate for each codeword $u(s, t)$, $2^{n(R_{2c} + R_{2r})}$ i.i.d. length-$n$ codewords $u_2(s, t, q) = (u_{21}(s, t, q), \ldots, u_{2n}(s, t, q))$ according to $p(u_2(s, t, q)|u(s, t)) = \prod_{m=1}^n p(u_{2m}(s, t, q)|u_m(s, t))$, with $q \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{2c} + R_{2r})}\}$ for each pair of codewords $(u(s, t), u_2(s, t, q))$, generate $2^{n(R_{2p})}$ i.i.d. length-$n$...
codewords \( x_2(s, t, q, z) = (x_{2,1}(s, t, q, z), \ldots, x_{2,n}(s, t, q, z)) \) according to \( p(x_2(s, t, k, l) | u(s, t), u_2(s, t, k)) = \prod_{m=1}^{n} p(x_{2,m}(s, t, k, l) | u_m(s, t), u_{2,m}(s, t, q)) \), with \( z \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{2r}}\} \).

**Encoding:** We follow a superposition coding scheme. At block \( b = 1 \), transmitter \( i \) sends the symbol \( x_1^{(1)} = x_i^{(s*, t*, w_1, c_1, w_1^p)} \), where both \( s* \) and \( t* \) are predefined indices known at both transmitters and receivers. At block \( b > 1 \), transmitter \( 1 \) sends the codeword \( x_1 = x_1(w_{1c}^{(b-1)}, w_{2c}, w_{1c}, w_{1p}) \), where \( w_{2c} \) is obtained from the feedback of \( y_1^{(b-1)} \) at the end of block \( b-1 \). That is, \( w_{2c}^{(b-1)} = \hat{t} \), with \( \hat{t} \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{2c}+R_{2r})}\} \), if \( \hat{t} \) is the only index that satisfies

\[
\begin{align*}
(u_1 & (w_{1c}^{(b-2)}, w_{2c}^{(b-2)}), u_1(w_{1c}^{(b-2)}, w_{2c}^{(b-2)}, w_{1c}^{(b-1)}), \\
x_1(w_{1c}^{(b-2)}, w_{2c}^{(b-2)}, w_{1c}, w_{1p}), \\
x_2(w_{1c}^{(b-2)}, w_{2c}, w_{1c}^{(b-2)}, \hat{t}, y_1^{(b-1)}) \in A_c^{(n)},
\end{align*}
\]

under the assumption that \( w_{1c}^{(1)}, \ldots, w_{2c}^{(b-2)} \) have been decoded without errors at transmitter 1. At block \( B \), transmitter 1 sends the symbol \( x_1^{(B)} = x_1(w_{1c}^{(B-1)}, w_{2c}^{(B-1)}, k*, \hat{l}*) \), where both \( k* \) and \( l* \) are predefined indices known at both transmitters and receivers. Transmitter 2 follows a similar encoding scheme.

**Decoding:** Both receivers decode their messages at the end of the \( B \) blocks in a backward decoding fashion. At each block \( b \), with \( b = 1 \) denoting the last received block, receiver \( 1 \) determines the unique pair of message indices \( (s, \hat{t}, \hat{k}) \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{1c}+R_{1r})}\} \times \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{2c}+R_{2r})}\} \times \{1, \ldots, 2^{nR_{1p}}\} \) that satisfies

\[
\begin{align*}
(u_1 & (s, \hat{t}, w_{1c}^{(b)}), u_1(s, \hat{t}, w_{1c}^{(b)}, \hat{k}), \\
u_2(s, \hat{t}, w_{2c}^{(b)}, y_1^{(b)}) \in A_c^{(n)},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( w_{1c}^{(1)} = w_{1c}^{(1)} = k* \) and \( w_{1p}^{(1)} = w_{1p}^{(1)} = l* \), \( w_{1c}^{(B)} = w_{2c}^{(B)} = s* \) and \( w_{1p}^{(B)} = w_{2p}^{(B)} = t* \).

Receiver 2 follows a similar decoding scheme.

**Probability of Error Analysis:** An error might occur during the coding phase if the message \( w_{2c}^{(b)} \) is not correctly decoded at transmitter \( i \) at the end of block \( b \). For instance, this error might occur at transmitter 1 because: (i) there does not exist an index \( \hat{t} \in \{1, \ldots, 2^{n(R_{2c}+R_{2r})}\} \) that satisfies (17), or (ii) several indices simultaneously satisfy (17). From the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP), the probability of error due to (i) tends to zero when \( n \) grows to infinity. The probability of error due to (ii) can be made arbitrarily small if the following conditions hold:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{1c} + R_{1r} & \leq I(U_1; Y_j | X_j, U), \\
R_{2c} + R_{2r} & \leq I(U_2; Y_j | X_j, U).
\end{align*}
\]

An error might occur during the decoding phase of block \( b \) if the messages \( w_{1c}^{(b-1)}, w_{2c}^{(b-1)} \) and \( w_{1p}^{(b)} \) are not decoded correctly. These errors might arise due to two reasons: (i) there does not exist a pair \((s, \hat{t}, k)\) that satisfies (18), or (ii) there exist several pairs \((s, \hat{t}, k)\) that simultaneously satisfy (18). From the AEP, the probability of an error due to (i) tends to zero when \( n \) tends to infinity. We focus now on the error due to (ii). Define the following event during the decoding interval of block \( b \),

\[
E_{stc}^{(b)} = \left\{ (u(s, t), u_1(s, t, w_{1c}^{(b)}), x_1(s, t, w_{1c}^{(b)}, k), \\
(u_2(s, t, w_{2c}^{(b)}), y_1^{(b)}) \in A_c^{(n)} \right\}
\]

Assume also that at block \( b \) the indices \((\hat{s}, \hat{t}, \hat{k})\) are \( (1, 1, 1) \) without any loss of generality, due to the symmetry of the code. Then, the probability of error due to (ii) during block \( b \), \( P_e^{(b)} \), can be bounded as follows:

\[
P_e^{(b)} \leq \sum_{s \neq 1, r \neq 1, k \neq 1} \Pr(E_{stc}^{(b)}) + \sum_{s \neq 1, r \neq 1, k \neq 1} \Pr(E_{stc}^{(b)})
\]

Now, from (19) and (21), given that \( I(U_1; Y_j | X_j, U) < I(U_1, U_j, X_j; Y_j) \), we have that the probability of error due to (ii) can be made arbitrarily small if the following conditions hold:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{1c} + R_{1r} & \leq I(U_1; Y_j | X_j, U), \\
R_{2c} + R_{2r} & \leq I(U_2; Y_j | X_j, U).
\end{align*}
\]

The same analysis is carried out for transmitter 2 and we obtain the following conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{1c} + R_{1r} & \leq I(U_1; Y_j | X_j, U), \\
R_{2c} + R_{2r} & \leq I(U_2; Y_j | X_j, U).
\end{align*}
\]

From the probability of error analysis, we have that the rate-pairs achievable with the proposed randomized coding scheme with feedback are those simultaneously satisfying conditions (22) and (23). Indeed, when \( R_{1c} = R_{2c} = 0 \), the coding scheme described above reduces to the coding scheme presented in [10] and the achievable region corresponds to the entire capacity region of \( C_{FB} \). In terms of the linear deterministic model, we have that such an achievable region can be characterized as follows.

**Lemma 5:** The achievable region of the randomized coding scheme with feedback in the linear deterministic IC is the set
of pairs \((R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) that satisfy, for all \(i \in \{1, 2\}\),
\[
\begin{cases}
R_{ic} + R_{ir} & \leq n_{ji} \\
R_{jp} & \leq (n_{jj} - n_{ij})^+ \\
R_{ic} + R_{ir} + R_{ip} + R_{jc} + R_{jr} & \leq \max(n_{ii}, n_{ij}).
\end{cases}
\] (24)

In the following, we re-write the achievable rates using the randomized coding scheme in terms of \(R_1 = R_{1p} + R_{1c}\) and \(R_2 = R_{2p} + R_{2c}\). This yields
\[
\begin{cases}
R_1 + R_{1r} & \leq \max(n_{11}, n_{12}) \\
R_1 + R_{1r} + R_{2r} & \leq \max(n_{11}, n_{12}) \\
R_2 + R_{2r} & \leq \max(n_{22}, n_{21}) \\
R_2 + R_{2r} + R_{1r} & \leq \max(n_{22}, n_{21}) \\
R_1 + R_{1r} + R_{2r} & \leq \max(a, b)
\end{cases}
\] (25)

with \(a = \max(n_{11}, n_{12}) + (n_{22} - n_{12})^+\) and \(b = \max(n_{22}, n_{21}) + (n_{11} - n_{12})^+\). Indeed, the region characterized by (25) corresponds to the region \(C_{FB}\) when \(R_{1c} = R_{2c} = 0\). This implies that it is always possible to achieve any rate pair \((R_1, R_2)\) in \(C_{FB}\) by using the randomized coding scheme and properly choosing the random common rates \(R_{1c}\) and \(R_{2c}\).

On another note, we highlight the fact that any rate pair \((R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) \(\in C_{FB} \cap B_{FB}\) satisfies for all \(i \in \{1, 2\}\),
\[R_{ic} + R_{ir} < n_{ji}.\] (26)

This implies that, when using the randomized coding scheme with feedback presented above, transmitter \(i\) can always reliably decode the common message and common random message \(w_{ij}^{(b)}\) from receiver \(j\) using feedback at the end of block \(b\). This observation follows immediately from substituting the condition \(R_{ip} + R_{ic} > L_i, \forall i \in \{1, 2\}\) into the last inequality of (24).

In the following, we describe the notion of saturation in the context of the rate pairs in \(C_{FB}\).

**Definition 3 (Saturation):** A rate pair \((R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) \(\in C_{FB}\) is said to be saturated if it satisfies the following conditions for all \(i \in \{1, 2\}\):
\[
\begin{cases}
R_{ic} + R_{ir} & \leq n_{ji} \\
R_{jp} & \leq (n_{jj} - n_{ij})^+ \\
R_{ic} + R_{ir} + R_{ip} + R_{jc} + R_{jr} & = \max(n_{ii}, n_{ij}).
\end{cases}
\] (27)

The main feature of a saturated rate pair \((R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) is that if transmitter \(i\) unilaterally deviates by increasing its individual rate, i.e., adopting other rates \(R_{ic}^\prime, R_{ir}^\prime\) and \(R_{ip}\) with \(R_{ip}^\prime + R_{ic}^\prime > R_{ip} + R_{ic}\), then, receiver \(i\) cannot reliably decode the information with an arbitrarily small probability of error. That is, given the rates \(R_{1r}\) and \(R_{2r}\), the new rate pair \((R_{1c}^\prime, R_{ir}^\prime, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) is not in the achievable region of the randomized coding scheme with feedback characterized in (25).

In the following, we show that any saturated rate pair \((R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) \(\in C_{FB}\) is achievable at an NE.

**Lemma 5:** Any saturated rate pair \((R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})\) in \(C_{FB}\) satisfies the condition that \((R_{1c} + R_{1p}, R_{2c} + R_{2p})\) \(\in C_{FB}/NE\).

**Proof:** From Lemma 5, we know that there exists a coding scheme with feedback that achieves a rate \(R = (R_{1c} - \frac{\eta}{3}, R_{1r} - \frac{\eta}{3}, R_{1p} - \frac{\eta}{3}, R_{2c} - \frac{\eta}{3}, R_{2r} - \frac{\eta}{3}, R_{2p} - \frac{\eta}{3})\) for all \(\eta > 0\). Thus, transmitters experience the rates \(R_1 = R_{1p} + R_{1c} - \frac{\eta}{3}\) and \(R_2 = R_{2p} + R_{2c} - \frac{\eta}{3}\). Let us assume now that such coding schemes with feedback are not \(\eta\)-equilibria. Then, there must exist another coding scheme for transmitter \(i\), not necessarily a coding scheme with feedback and with possibly a different code length \(n_i\), that improves the rate \(R_i\) by at least \(\eta\). Without any loss of generality, assume that transmitter 1 is the deviating transmitter. Then, after the deviation from \(R\), transmitter 1 achieves a new rate \(R_1 > R_1 + \eta\). The set of achievable rate pairs \((R_1, R_2)\) obtained when transmitter 1 unilaterally deviates is described by
\[
\begin{cases}
\hat{R}_1 + R_{1r} & \leq \max(n_{21}, n_{11}) \\
\hat{R}_1 + R_{1r} + R_{2r} & \leq \min(a, b) \\
\hat{R}_2 + R_{2r} & \leq n_{12} \\
\hat{R}_1 + R_{1r} + R_{2r} & \leq \max(n_{11}, n_{12})
\end{cases}
\] (28)

where \(a\) and \(b\) are the same as in (25). The conditions in (28) are obtained by rewriting the conditions in (24) in terms of \(\hat{R}_1, R_{2r}, R_{2r}, R_2\) and \(R_{1r}\).

However, from the assumption that the rate pair \(R\) is saturated, increasing \(R_1\) by \(\eta\) must lead the rate pair \((\hat{R}_1, R_{2r})\) to violate at least the last condition in (28). Note that the first two conditions in (28) are satisfied by the assumption that the rate \(R_1\) is achievable. The third inequality holds because only transmitter 1 has deviated from the rate pair \(\hat{R}\) and the previous rate pair \((R_{1p} + R_{1c}, R_{2p} + R_{2c})\) was achievable. We verify whether the last inequality holds. First, we ignore the term \(R_{1c}\) as the random symbols are assumed to be known at receiver 1 and thus, they do not convey any new information to receiver 1. Moreover, the new strategy of transmitter 1 might not use random symbols. Then, we write,
\[
n(\hat{R}_1 + R_{2c} + R_{2r}) = H(W_1, W_{2c}, W_{2r})
\]
\[
\leq H(W_1, W_{2c}, W_{2r}|W_{1r}) + H(W_1, W_{2c}, W_{2r}|Y_{1n}^n, W_{1r})
\]
\[
= H(W_1, W_{2c}, W_{2r}|Y_{1n}^n, W_{1r})
\]
\[
\leq I(W_1, W_{2c}, W_{2r}|Y_{1n}^n, W_{1r}) + \delta_n
\]
\[
+ H(W_{2c}, W_{2r}|Y_{1n}^n, W_{1r}, X_{1n}^n)
\]
\[
\leq n \max(n_{11}, n_{12}) + \delta_n,
\]
where, (a) follows from the independence of the random messages \(w_{1r}\) (if they exist) from messages \(w_{1c}, w_{2c}\) and \(w_{2r}\); (b) follows from Fano’s inequality; and (c) follows from the fact that common and common random messages \(w_{2c}\) and \(w_{2r}\) become deterministic if \(Y_{1n}^n, w_{1c}\) and \(w_{1r}\) are known at receiver 1. Thus, \(H(W_{2c}, W_{2r}|Y_{1n}^n, W_{1r}, X_{1n}^n) = 0\).

Now, since \(\delta_n\) can be made arbitrarily small such that \(\delta_n < \frac{\eta}{3}\), it follows that
\[
\hat{R}_1 + R_{2c} + R_{2r} \leq \max(n_{11}, n_{12}) + \frac{\eta}{3},
\] (29)
and there is no violation to the fourth condition in (28). Thus, since no violation is verified, this contradicts the assumption...
that the rate pair $R$ is saturated. Thus, this deviation cannot exist and $(R_{1c}+R_{1p}, R_{2c}+R_{2p}) \in C_{FB/NE}$, which completes the proof.

We have seen that every self-saturated rate pair $(R_{1c}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2p}, R_{1r}, R_{2r})$ is a $\eta$-equilibrium. Then, we finalize the proof by proving the following lemma.

**Lemma 7:** For all $(R_1, R_2) \in C_{FB} \cap B_{FB}$, there always exists an achievable rate pair $(R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})$, with $R_1 = R_{1p} + R_{1c}$ and $R_1 = R_{1p} + R_{1c}$ that is saturated.

**Proof:** A rate pair $(R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})$ that is saturated, with $R_{1c} + R_{1p} \geq L_i$, satisfies the following conditions:

$$
\begin{align*}
R_{1c} + R_{1p} &\geq (n_{11} - n_{12})_+ \\
R_{1p} &\leq (n_{11} - n_{12})_+ \\
R_{1c} + R_{1p} + R_{1r} + R_{2c} + R_{2r} &\geq \max(n_{11}, n_{12}) \\
R_{2c} + R_{2p} &\leq (n_{21} - n_{11})_+ \\
R_{2c} + R_{2p} + R_{2r} + R_{1c} + R_{1r} &\leq \max(n_{22}, n_{21}).
\end{align*}
$$

We write the region characterized by (30) in terms of $R_1 = R_{1c} + R_{1p}$ and $R_2 = R_{2c} + R_{2p}$. This yields,

$$
\begin{align*}
R_1 &\geq (n_{11} - n_{12})_+ \\
R_2 &\leq (n_{21} - n_{22})_+ \\
R_1 + R_{1r} + R_2 + R_{2r} &\leq \min(a, b),
\end{align*}
$$

where $a$ and $b$ are the same as in (25). Note that the region described by (31) corresponds exactly to the region $C_{FB} \cap B_{FB}$. This implies that for any pair $(R_1, R_2) \in C_{FB} \cap B_{FB}$, there always exists a saturated rate pair $(R_{1c}, R_{1r}, R_{1p}, R_{2c}, R_{2r}, R_{2p})$ that is an NE and achievable with a randomized coding scheme with feedback. This completes the proof.

Finally, the proof of Theorem 1 is immediate from Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.

**VI. Conclusions**

In this paper, the Nash equilibrium region of the two-user linear deterministic interference channel with feedback has been studied when transmitters aim to selfishly maximize their individual achievable rates by autonomously tuning their own transmit configurations. That is, the set of all achievable rates that can be observed at a NE has been fully characterized. In this work, a transmit configuration refers to the set of parameters such as the number of information bits per block, block length, codebook and encoder/decoder function. One of the most interesting observations presented in this paper is that, in all the interference regimes, the use of feedback increases the number of rate pairs that are achievable at the NE with respect to the case without feedback. More importantly, the new achievable rate pairs are either Pareto optimal or weakly Pareto superior to the rate pairs achievable without feedback at the NE. Surprisingly, another important observation is that using feedback all Pareto optimal rate pairs of the capacity region of the LD-IC with feedback, that is, all the sum-rate maximizing pairs, are achievable at an NE, at least in the symmetric case as we showed in several examples. This strongly contrasts with the case without feedback, where only a subset of the Pareto optimal rate pairs of the capacity region of the LD-IC without feedback are achievable at the equilibrium in most of the interference regimes.
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